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TEISHO BY KYOZAN JOSHU ROSHI

Mumonkan Case One: Joshu’s Mu

Joshu Osho. A monk asked Joshu, “Does even a dog have Buddha nature or not?”

Joshu said, “MU.”

Just as I spoke about in some detail yesterday, this word which comes up

here in the text, bu-sho, Buddha nature, refers to the activity of wisdom of an en-

lightened person. If you have placed everything clearly in your head, that I have

told you so far, then you should easily understand that what we call satori, en-

lightenment, is the manifestation of the wisdom of an enlightened person, that

clearly knows the very nature of the self, the very way of being of the world,

which is the home of the self.

To say it more concretely, we can say that an enlightened person is a per-

son who manifests the wisdom which clearly knows the way of being of the self

and all existences, and the nature of the world. To say it in even more detail, we

can say that Buddha nature is the manifestation of the wisdom that clearly knows

the nature of the world and the nature of the self.

What is the way of being of the world? What kind of nature is the nature

of the self? Beginning with yourself, and all the way down to a stone, all existent

things have the same nature. You might think that the way of being of this world

which is your home is different than the way of being of your self, but if you re-

ally investigate it deeply, you’ll see that they are the same. Your way of looking at

your life, and your way of seeing the world are, at the end, the very same way of

seeing.

To look at it from another perspective, we could say that this way of being,

this nature of the self, and of the world, which is the same, that nature is what we

call dharma. Beginning with the self, all existent things, from beasts to birds to

fish, to insects, to shellfish, to even plants, they all have the same way of being.

What we call the sutras are those things which explain to us this very na-

ture of the self, and nature of the world. When we look at Buddhism two, three,

four, five-hundred years after the birth of Buddhism, although you can say that all

of Buddha’s disciples received his teachings, there certainly was deep and shallow
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among them. So the sutras also can be seen as, some of them being deep, and

some of them being shallow.

When  you  look  at  sutras  which  were  written  two,  three,  four-hundred

years after the beginning of Buddhism, because they used the prevalent religion,

Brahmanism, and they inserted the ideas of Brahmanism, and they also were writ-

ten in the literary way. Although we can’t say that there were really terrible mis-

takes in them, there were some mistakes in them. When you look at sutras, you

can both see that there is depth and shallowness to the sutras, and you can also see

that there are actual mistakes in the sutras.

In Tathagata Zen we caution you, and say, “Although you are people that

have developed the activity of knowing, and you might depend upon the sutras for

your study, be careful.” We have to ask, if you’re studying Tathagata Zen, are you

studying Buddhism, depending on the sutras or not? It’s the position of Tathagata

Zen, traditionally, to be said to be a teaching outside of the scriptures. This is the

tradition that we have inherited.    (Zen is an independent transmission outside of

the scriptures).

So what is it that we study, if we’re not studying the sutras in Tathagata

Zen? Of course we can use the sutras as a reference, but because our tradition is a

tradition which is outside of the sutras, then we certainly don’t depend upon them.

It’s the position of Tathagata Zen to take as our way of learning the very practice,

the very training of Shakyamuni Buddha. We do his training, and that is the way

we learn. More than studying sutras or anything like that, what we call zen is to

appeal to your very practice, your own experience, and through appealing to you

practice, look into how the world is formed, and how the self is formed.

In general, when people think about studying Buddhism, they first think of

the four noble truths, or the eight fold path, or things like that. Although it might

seem like something which is completely not Buddhism, in zen we don’t study

those things. In zen we simply study the dharma activity itself, through appealing

to your very zazen, your very practice. But as I said before, it’s not as if we throw

the sutras completely out the window. We do sometimes use them as references.

In Buddhism and especially in Tathagata Zen, we do not acknowledge a

creator. We say that it’s the activity of dharma itself which forms the entire cos-

mos. It’s the activity of dharma which forms your self. The moment you acknowl-

edge a creator, then you are acknowledging something as an object, outside of

your self, and so immediately, you have placed yourself in the position of subject.

When subject and object are separate, it doesn’t matter what you look at. It

could be God, Buddha, a man or a woman. You are in the position of subject, and
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that which you’re looking at is the object. But as long as you are standing in the

position of the subject, and attached to that position, and tied up by that position,

then you always will be controlled by the world of objects.

But inevitably, subject and object will manifest themselves as one, and this

manifestation of subject and object  as one,  if  there is  to be said a creator,  an

almighty  existing,  it  is  this  condition  which  doesn’t  belong  to  subject,  which

doesn’t belong to object. So the perspective of Buddhism and Tathagata Zen does

not reject the idea of the almighty. Although we don’t reject the standpoint, the

position of the almighty, we very severely caution you that it is never a fixated po-

sition.

Human beings, for I don’t know how many tens of thousands of years,

have been educating each other, and religious education is the same way,    every

kind of education is founded on the subject looking upon the objective world as a

world of objects, and so it seems extremely difficult for people to grasp this abso-

lute perspective in which subject and object become one.

Another reason why it’s difficult for people to grasp is that this perspective

of the absolute is not a fixated perspective. The reason why it’s so hard is that this

absolute  perspective  which  I’ve  been  calling  the  condition  of  zero  inevitably

again splits itself in two, into the world of subject and object. But even if you un-

derstand the principle up to here, there are many other difficult things waiting for

you.

As I’ve been telling you, the condition in which the subject and the object

do a cyclic, repetitive activity of sometimes unifying with one another, and some-

times facing, or contrasting with one another, is called the condition of the source.

If you’re a person who says that you are studying zen, then in your zazen,

you should see into, clearly for yourself, who is it that is saying this? Who is it

that says that the origin of your self is an activity of subject and object unifying

and facing, over and over again? It goes without saying that it’s the self that has

matured, that has developed, that says this. There is nothing other than you self

that is saying this. But if that self doesn’t get enlightenment, it won’t understand.

That’s what I’ve been telling you, over and over again.

As I’ve been telling you, when subject and object actually separate from

one another, then the self, all existent things, that is what arises in between subject

and object. Enlightened people have taught us that the existence which appears,

the self which appears, appears having received absolutely equally from the plus,

tatha-gata activity, and the minus, tatha-agata, thus-coming activity.

The self which has appeared, appears as the present moment. At the very
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same time that the self appears, tatha-gata and tatha-agata also appear. Thus-going

and thus-coming also appear. But at the time of the birth of the self, both tatha-

gata and tatha-agata, because they have given birth to the self, are no longer ap-

pearing in their pure condition.

The way we teach it so that it’s easy for you to understand is to say that

when tatha-gata appears, incompletely, we call it father, and when tatha-agata ap-

pears  incompletely,  we call  it  mother.  We also  call  the incomplete  activity  of

tatha-gata, the activity of future, making sure that you understand that it’s an in-

complete activity. It’s the father who lives in the world of the future.

Tatha-agata, having given birth to the child, is no longer the pure tatha-

agata activity. She appears as the past. Mother is living in the world of the past.

You are living in the world of the present. The way we teach is to say that, with

the birth of the self, within this one world, within this dharma world, three worlds

appear. This thing that we call the self is doing the activity of the present moment,

and it is embraced by the activity of the future and the activity of the past. It is

embraced by the activity of the past from the inside.

Everybody, as you grow up, you come to recognize the existence of the in-

side world and the outside world. Everybody will come to give rise to the way of

thinking that recognizes that they are embraced by father from the outside, and by

mother from the inside. Or you could think of it as being embraced by mother

from the outside and father from the inside. Either way is okay.

As you get older, as you mature, everyone comes to be unable to see the

true perspective of the almighty. The almighty is now manifesting the position of

past, present and future. So the self, which is the present moment, no matter how

hard it tries being the self of the present moment, as long as it still is in the present

moment, it can’t see the almighty.

The only thing that the self can see is mother and father. The only things

that this self of the present moment is able to see are the incomplete activities of

tatha-gata and tatha-agata. The self, because the self is there, is unable to see this

pure or clear activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata. But the self is, and it doesn’t

matter whether you think of it from the inside or the outside, either way is fine,

the self is being embraced by both tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

So you should be able to see clearly for yourself that, with each step of de-

velopment and maturation, the self makes more of tatha-gata and tatha-agata its

content. As I always tell you, we also call the activity of tatha-gata living, and the

activity of tatha-agata the dying activity. The thing that we call maturation, or de-

velopment appears when both living and dying, completely equally are made con-
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tent by the self. This is the teaching which is what we call the teaching of Bud-

dhism.

What I’m saying is that, when you’re looking at your mother and father,

with each step that you make in your process of development, you look upon

mother and father and think, “Ah, they’re getting more and more aged.” So isn’t it

the case that when the self completely makes both living and dying, completely

makes both mother and father its content, it’s no longer able to see mother and fa-

ther?

The thing that we call the complete self is a condition in which the self

doesn’t need to look upon father and mother, doesn’t need to look upon God or

the devil. The condition of having made all living and all dying one’s content, this

condition of the complete self is the very condition of the almighty, is the very

condition of, we could say, God.

This condition of the complete self we can call the condition of the result.

It is the condition which has appeared through one condition of the source, or

condition of the origin, making a new condition of the origin, over and over again,

infinitely, until this ultimate condition appears.

All of you have to really look into this yourself, doing zazen, that the con-

dition of the source, over and over again, uncountably, numberlessly, makes a new

condition of the source, we can say level one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight, nine, ten, and this is what we call the activity, the process of advancement,

or development.

If we look at the condition of the origin number one, it’s complete, so it’s

zero. And if the condition of the origin number one then manifests condition of

the origin number two, that also is complete, so also it’s zero. If the condition of

the origin number two develops into a new condition of the origin number three,

that condition of the origin is also complete, and so it’s also zero. Five, six, seven,

ten, fifty, sixty, they are all conditions of completion, so they are all zero.

For people who have been educated these days, you all studied math and

science, so you understand right away what I’m talking about. So you might be

able to easily understand that five is zero, fifty is zero, sixty is zero, but be sure

not to forget that between these zero worlds, there are worlds that are not zero.

There are worlds that are not complete that appear. What kind of world is that

“not-zero” world?

Of course, it goes without saying that between zero and zero appears the

world of past, present and future. Within the process of one zero making a new

zero, this incomplete world of past, present and future appears. It also goes with-
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out saying that this world of past, present and future is a world which appears and

disappears over and over again. Present appears together with past and future. As

the present matures, it makes past and future its content. And then manifests zero.

The world in which past, present and future exist is the world that Bud-

dhism calls the world of living and dying, appearing and being destroyed. But in-

evitably, this world of past, present and future will also disappear, and the world

of zero appears.

I think it’s fair to say that what we call a human being is the being who has

been taught to think, to know in a way, that it becomes attached, that he or she is

attached to this world of past, present and future, and doesn’t want to die, detests

death, only wants to live longer and longer. But an enlightened person, knowing

that it’s only when the world of past, present and future disappears that the per-

fect, complete world appears, even if such a person meets with the activity of

death, they don’t have any fear.

But the moment you attach to the tatha-gata activity, the life activity, then

you will become afraid of dying. Enlightened people are the ones that know that

when the present moment disappears, then the world that remains is a world in

which only the two pure activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata remain, and are

doing their cyclic activity of unification and facing.

We call this condition of unification the condition of true love. This is the

condition in which it isn’t necessary to do the activity of living. It’s also not nec-

essary to do the activity of dying. So people, even those people who are real intel-

lectuals, somewhere, faintly, somewhere in their minds they know that they must

do this activity of true love.

Not just  human beings,  even dogs,  even mice,  even birds,  even plants

know that through manifesting true love, that is when the complete self, the per-

fect self appears, and so thinking this without thinking it, they enjoy themselves.

But if you’re tied up by the material world, then it’s not possible, or it’s extremely

difficult for you to do this.

This is when you have to really think about the difference between the ma-

terial world and the world which is not material. But it’s a very difficult thing.

Even though it’s difficult though, everybody is actually doing it. So everybody

knows this. Any person knows that there is this thing that we call the material

world, or the world of substance, and this other world that we call the spiritual

world.

To live spiritually, to give life to spirituality, everybody knows that this is

referring to the world in which the activities of living and dying become one. If
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we ask, who is it who is practicing this? Who is it that is learning this? It’s none

other than the self which is the present moment. This thing that we call the self is

that which has appeared, having equally, plus and minus as its content.

So if you want to manifest the condition of the source, there is no other

way to do it, other than dissolving yourself. You must dissolve your self in order

to manifest this world of only plus and minus, only tatha-gata and tatha-agata. But

it’s a hard thing.

It’s difficult to dissolve your self. The only way to dissolve your self is to

give back the activity, the power that one receives from mother and father. In giv-

ing  back  the  activity  one  received  from father  to  father,  and from mother  to

mother, then one can experience the world of pure tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

In Buddhism, we call the activity of dissolving the self, the activity of no

self. If a child has been brought up in a really great way, then that child will be

able to do this activity of no self, no problem. But if a child is brought up in a

very deprived way, in a very poor way, then it will think, “I can’t give back these

activities that I’ve received. If I give them away, I’ll never get them again,” and so

that self will be attached to itself.

But all you Americans, you’re in such a rich country, so, having been born

into this rich country, it should be really easy for you to do this activity of dissolv-

ing the self, of manifesting no self, and experiencing the world of only plus and

minus. But actually, when you become adults, it  seems like the opposite thing

happens. You become an adult and suddenly you become attached to this idea of

democracy, and thinking that we must all be democratic, you think, “I can’t lose

my self,” and being bound up by this very strange way of thinking, you’re unable

to do the activity of no self.

Recently we have this thing called the United Nations, and the United Na-

tions even seems to caution America, and tells America, “You know the kind of

democracy you have, it seems like it’s a democracy based on attachment to the

self.” But from my perspective, the children now in America, the young people,

different than their parents, are thinking that we need to develop a new kind of

democracy. It seems to me that there are a lot of children now that are thinking

that true democracy must be based on the perspective of no self. So if that is the

case, then, without America falling apart, it will simply grow and become stronger

and stronger.

It’s  the  original  perspective  of  Buddhism,  the  original  perspective  of

Tathagata Zen, to clearly understand that we all, mutually, must manifest no self,

and experience this pure world of only plus and minus together.
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It seems like I just can’t get to the end of this Joshu’s Mu koan. It’s be-

cause it’s such a hard koan. The reason why it’s hard is because it’s the very foun-

dation of zen. In America, there’s a lot of people that come to me and say, “Roshi,

give me Joshu’s Mu. I want that koan.” And that’s great.
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